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Abstract—Simulation-based testing is a promising approach
to significantly reduce the validation effort of automated driving
functions. Realistic models of environment perception sensors
such as camera, radar and lidar play a key role in this testing
strategy. A generally accepted method to validate these sensor
models does not yet exist. Particularly radar has traditionally
been one of the most difficult sensors to model. Although
promising as an alternative to real test drives, virtual tests are
time-consuming due to the fact that they simulate the entire
radar system in detail, using computation-intensive simulation
techniques to approximate the propagation of electromagnetic
waves. In this paper, we introduce a sensitivity analysis approach
for developing and evaluating a radar simulation, with the objec-
tive to identify the parameters with the greatest impact regarding
the system under test. A modular radar system simulation is
presented and parameterized to conduct a sensitivity analysis in
order to evaluate a spatial clustering algorithm as the system
under test, while comparing the output from the radar model to
real driving measurements to ensure a realistic model behavior.
The presented approach is evaluated and it is demonstrated that
with this approach results from different situations can be traced
back to the contribution of the individual sub-modules of the
radar simulation.
Index Terms—Virtual testing, autonomous driving, radar sim-
ulation, sensor modeling, automotive radar, environment percep-
tion, sensitivity analysis.
I. INTRODUCTION
Autonomous driving is currently one of the main trends in
the automotive industry. Fully automated driving offers the
greatest potential for minimizing the likelihood of accidents
and optimizing traffic flow [1]. As the industry moves towards
full automation, there is a growing need to develop not only
advanced safety systems, but also the tools for their accurate
analysis in order to validate the highly complex system [2]. A
vast amount of driving kilometers are needed to statistically
proof the safety of an autonomous vehicle [3]. For instance to
ensure that an autonomous vehicle can handle 95% of the
driven kilometers safely, it would be necessary to drive a
total of ten million kilometers. Even with all these kilometers
it is not guaranteed that the right scenarios are considered
and all critical situations tested. This indicates that with
real driving tests alone a statistical homologation would not
be economically feasible. The combination of real driving
tests and simulation-based testing is a promising approach to
significantly reduce the validation effort of autonomous driving
functions [4].
Realistic models of environment perception sensors such
as camera, radar and lidar play a key role in that testing
strategy [5]. These sensor models have to be validated in
order to permit any reliable predictions about the behavior
of the real system through virtually testing of autonomous
driving functions [6]. While being considered as a key sensor
for autonomous driving, radar has traditionally been one of
the most difficult sensors to model [7]. There have been many
different approaches to model a radar sensor system. Although
a lot of radar effects are understood and can be modeled
today, a high fidelity simulation faces challenges regarding
the required computation time [8]. This is due to the fact that
radar exhibits numerous characteristics, including multipath
reflections, interference, ambiguities, clutter, ghost objects,
and attenuation [9], which leads to exceedingly high demands
on the computing power for a comprehensive and profound
simulation. However, the question arises whether a detailed
radar sensor model is required in all simulation scenarios. The
problem to find the sufficient level of detail remains unsolved
and the right trade-off between model realism and computation
speed must be found.
Therefore, we introduce a sensitivity analysis approach for
developing and validating a radar system simulation, with
the aim to identify the radar sensor effects with the greatest
impact considering a system under test (SUT). Focusing on
the most important effects achieves a high radar model fidelity,
while reducing the computation time needed. In this paper, we
present a proof-of-concept implementation of the sensitivity
analysis method analyzing a radar simulation for testing a
clustering algorithm.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section
II gives a brief overview of existing radar simulation and
sensor model evaluation approaches. Section III elaborates the
proposed approach in detail. Based on this, Section IV explains
the conducted experiments and discuss their results. Finally,
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in Section V a summary including a brief outlook on future
works concludes this paper.
II. RELATED WORK
The following section gives an overview of different radar
sensor modeling approaches for testing autonomous driving
functions and presents the state of the art in sensor model
validation.
A. Radar Sensor Modeling
There exist several approaches for modeling a radar sensor
in the literature. What mainly differentiates them is the way
they model the propagation of electromagnetic waves, which
is a key part of any radar simulation. Although electromag-
netic radiation is governed by Maxwell’s equations, it is not
feasible in general to have an analytical solution in a realistic
propagation environment [10]. There are different definitions
for radar sensor model types. Usually these definitions relate
to the level of detail with which a model embodies the real
radar sensor.
Time-domain electromagnetic simulation techniques such
as the finite-difference time-domain method [11], the finite
integration technique [12], the finite element method [13],
and method of moments [14] are based on the spatiotemporal
discretization of Maxwell’s equations. They can be used
for a detailed simulation of the electromagnetic phenomena
observed in radar systems [15]. Despite the fact that they are
very precise in principle, assuming that the analysis space
is large relative to the wavelength, numerical methods based
on the discretization of differential or integral equations face
the challenge of exorbitantly large memory needs and slow
computational speed [10]. More specifically, if the simulation
frequency is approximately 77 Ghz, which is within the scope
of automotive radar systems, it is not feasible to simulate
the space enclosing a whole vehicle as a consequence of a
prohibitively long computation time [16].
A widely used method to overcome this problem is the ray
tracing approach based on the geometric optics diffraction
theory, in which radio waves are regarded as a bundle of
rays [17]. Ray tracing enables to simulate various radar sensor
effects like reflection, diffraction, radar ghost objects etc. [10].
Although this approach requires less computation power than
numerical methods, they are still computationally expensive,
limiting their use in real-time applications like hardware in
the loop setups [18]. Apart from the limitation in execution
speed, this approach demands a high level of detail for
the simulation of the environment. Particularly geometry and
material properties of all surrounding objects are a prerequisite
for a high fidelity propagation model [8].
Data-driven sensor models strive to address this matter by
learning from real sensor data, which inherently hold informa-
tion about the observed environment. This method eliminates
both the need to model the radar phenomena in detail and to
have all the details about the surroundings. For this reason,
these models are also called black-box models [19]. Data-
driven models can exhibit fundamental radar effects while
remaining real-time capable [7]. Nevertheless, the drawback of
this approach is that these type of models utterly depend on the
available training data, which in most cases has been recorded
on a test site for a simplified ground truth determination. As a
result, the observed scenarios are usually restricted in terms of
environment scenery and numbers. This makes it difficult to
generalize to more complicated environments, because radar
sensor data are prone to vary strongly depending on changes
in the observed scenarios.
An ideal sensor model represents the simplest form of a
radar sensor model, which considers merely the optical field of
view without measurement errors, i.e. objects are detected any
time they are within the sensor’s measurement range. Radar
sensor specific physical effects are not taken into account.
These type of models are also called ground truth sensor
models. Due to the their simplicity and fast computation time,
they are particularly suitable for early testing of perception
algorithms in either ideal conditions or under the assumption
that sensor errors are neglectable [18].
B. Radar Sensor Model Evaluation
In order to derive conclusions about the real system behavior
from synthetic sensor data, it is first necessary to determine
the sufficient degree of realism, i.e. validating the radar model.
There exists no generally accepted evaluation criteria or
requirements to compare the output from a radar sensor
model to a real radar sensor [18]. Therefore, several different
approaches have been reported in the literature, which can
be distinguished inter alia by the degree of abstraction of
the radar model output: raw data level [15], [19]; detection
level [20]; or object level [21], [22]. Accordingly, the abstract
raw data level represents any level before a radar detection is
generated, for example the received power amplitude, and is
more complicated to compare due to the stochastic character
of a radar sensor.
Besides the level of abstraction, two additional topics for
sensor model validation can be differentiated. First, direct
comparison of recorded sensor data with the direct model
output. Second, comparison of the SUT results with the SUT
being the subsequent stage after the sensor model in the
system, which uses experimentally and synthetically gener-
ated radar sensor data as input. This can be for example a
clustering or tracking algorithm. Although direct comparison
is necessary, it is not sufficient for sensor model validation
[5]. For example, despite that an ideal sensor model might lack
accuracy in a direct comparison, the results from a subsequent
algorithm can still show a great consensus. Consequently,
sensor models in the scope of autonomous driving functions
can not be treated as stand-alone applications, the system
under test has to be considered [23].
Thus, a method that provides a quantitative comparison
while considering the system under test is needed. Due to
demanding requirements in terms of execution speed, further-
more, the sufficient degree of realism must be found.
III. METHOD
Considering the insights from Section II, the present section
elaborates the proposed method, starting with a brief overview
of the approach, followed by a more detailed explanation of
the different components.
A. Overview
The method introduced in this section focuses on the
enhancement of the existing approaches by incorporating a
quantitative evaluation of the implemented radar sensor ef-
fects. This is achieved by performing a sensitivity analysis to
determine the impact of each effect on a system under test.
The proposed approach consists of the several steps, which
are illustrated in Fig. 1.
1) At first, the sensor effects to be examined and their
bounds are specified. A distinction is made between
sensor-dependent and scenario-dependent parameters,
while the latter is not in the scope of this particular
work.
2) Subsequently, the samples are generated, resulting in a
matrix whose dimensions are defined by the number of
samples as well as the number of parameters.
3) In a third step, real test drives are carried out and are
then simulated to capture the output from both sensor
and sensor model respectively. Each are processed by
the SUT and the results are evaluated based on a chosen
metric.
4) The actual senstivitiy analysis is conducted in the fi-
nal step, which uses the defined parameters with their
bounds and the evaluated model outputs as inputs,
eventuating in the sensitivity indices.
Fig. 1. Sensitivity analysis approach for evaluating a radar sensor model
B. Real Data Generation
The generation of real sensor data as a reference for com-
parison is an essential element for the sensor model evaluation.
Therefore, it is necessary to determine the ground truth data,
i.e. the correct position and orientation of surrounding objects
from the perceived environment, which is not a trivial task.
Due to the fact that the ground truth data serve as the basis
for resimulation, a high degree of accuracy is fundamental.
In this work, simplified scenarios on a testing site and a
differential global positioning system (DGPS) with an inertial
measurement unit as a reference system are used for precise
ground truth acquisition. The sensor data was recorded in a
scenario in which the ego vehicle is stationary and a target
vehicle drives a path in the form of an eight in front of it.
This scenario is well suited to analyze the influence of a
spatial change of the observed object on the generation of
radar detections.
C. Synthetic Data Generation
The generation of synthetic sensor data consists of two
steps, namely the resimulation of real test drives and the actual
generation of a virtual scene of the environment from the
sensor point of view.
Contrary to the approach presented, it would be conceivable
to simulate all possible scenarios not only those observed in
real test drive. However, since a comparison to real data is
crucial, a resimulation approach is used to overcome this issue.
The determination of relevant scenarios that show the limits
of sensor models is not scope of this present work. Both, the
generated samples and the scenarios are utilized to reproduce
the real test drives in simulation. The number of samples
determines how often and with which parameter configuration
a scenario is simulated.
The open-source simulator CARLA [24] is utilized to imple-
ment the described procedure. Given the characteristics set out
in Section II-A, the ray tracing or rather ray casting method
is used in this work to model the radar sensor. Especially
with this approach, it is necessary to determine the sufficient
level of detail of the individual sub-components in order to
overcome the limitations in execution speed. The symbols used
in the following equations, their units and descriptions are
listed in Table I.
Radar is an electromagnetic system for the detection and
location of reflecting objects and operates by radiating energy
into space and detecting the echo signal reflected from an
object. The radar range equation (also simply known as radar
equation) relates the range of a radar sensor to the charac-
teristics of the transmitter, target, environment, antenna, and
the receiver. It is not only useful for estimating the maximum
distance at which a particular radar can detect a target, but it
can serve as a means for understanding the factors affecting
radar performance [25].
Pr =
PtG
2λ2σ
(4pi)3R4Lsys
(1)
For this very reason, the radar equation is used in this work
to model the signal power received Pr and it can be calculated
according to Equation 1. A detailed derivation of this equation
can be found in [9].
The radar cross-section σ is assumed to be an ideal model
depending on the aspect angle to the object (Fig. 2). We focus
TABLE I
LIST OF SYMBOLS, THEIR UNITS AND DESCRIPTION
Symbol Unit Description
Bn 1/s noise bandwidth
G - transmitting & receiving antenna gain
kB J/K Boltzmann constant
Fn - noise figure
Lsys - overall system loss
Pt W transmitting power
Pn W noise power
Pr W receiving power
R m radial distance
SNR − signal-to-noise ratio
T0 K standard temperature
λ m wavelength of transmitted signal
σ m2 radar cross-section
in this work only on vehicles as objects and the corresponding
radar cross-section (RCS) values are derived from the work
of [26] and [27]. A generic antenna gain G is used for both
transmitting and receiving with a maximum gain of 20 dB and
a side lobe suppression of -13 dB. Additionally, the antenna
diagram is approximated with a simple sinc filter resulting in
(Fig. 3).
Fig. 2. Radar cross-section
Furthermore, the ability of a radar sensor to detect an echo
signal is limited by the ever-present noise that occupies the
same part of the frequency spectrum as the radio signal.
This is represented by the noise power Pn, which depends
on the Boltzmann constant k, the noise figure Fn, the noise
bandwidth Bn and the standard temperature T0 (see Equation
2). The noise power is modeled as additive white Gaussian
noise (AWG).
Pn = kBFnBnT0 (2)
In general, the performance of a radar’s detection can be
expressed by the ratio between the received signal power Pr
and the noise power Pn, resulting in the signal-to-noise ratio
SNR (Equation 3).
Fig. 3. Antenna diagram
SNR =
Pr
Pn
(3)
In combination with Equation 1 and Equation 2 the signal-
to-noise ratio of a radar sensor can be calculated as defined
by the Equation 4.
SNR =
PtG
2λ2σ
kBFnBnT0(4pi)3R4Lsys
(4)
In order to generate detections from the reflected energy and
the SNR a threshold detection is applied. Hence, the detection
of a radar signal is based on establishing a threshold at the
output of the receiver. This threshold determines whether the
receiver output is perceived as a detection present or as noise.
Since noise is a random phenomenon, the detection of signals
in the presence of noise is also a random phenomenon [25].
In the present work, the probabilistic behavior is incorporated
with detection probabilities (DP). These probabilities can be
determined in a simplified manner by a conversion of the
signal-to-noise ratio via receiver operating curves (ROC) [28].
The ROCs are affected by the prevailing weather situation and
can be dynamically adapted in real radar systems [29], which
leads to a shift in the SNR to detection probability conversion.
For example, in rainy weather conditions the minimum SNR
to generate a detection is usually increased to minimize false
positives.
D. System Under Test & Evaluation
After having collected real radar data as well as virtually
generated radar data in the preceding steps, both serve as
input for the SUT and thus form the basis for an evaluation.
The system under test represents the subsequent stage after
the sensor in the perception processing chain and is realized
by a spatial clustering algorithm using radar detections. K-
mean is a well known unsupervised learning algorithm and is
used for clustering in this work. Furthermore, the algorithm is
evaluated by comparing the euclidean distance of the predicted
cluster centers. In this manner, the spatial distribution of the
synthetically generated radar detections can be analyzed. The
question as to which are the appropriate metrics to evaluate
the simulation quality is still unresolved and is not the focus
of this present paper.
E. Parameters, Generation of Samples & Sensitivity Analysis
In the final step, a sensitivity analysis is conducted in
order to determine the effect of individual factors in driving
the output and its uncertainty. Sensitivity analysis is the
study of how uncertainty in the output of a model can be
apportioned to different sources of uncertainty in the model
input [30]. Whereas, by contrast, uncertainty analysis focuses
on quantifying the uncertainty in model output. Examples of
applications of sensitivity analysis are model simplification
in the context of complex and computer demanding models,
quality assurance or robust assessment [31].
Sensitivity analysis methods can be inter alia differentiated
into qualitative and quantitative methods, while in general
qualitative methods are more efficient, but less accurate.
Furthermore, Fourier amplitude sensitivity testing (FAST),
which was presented by [32], is an effective variance-based
quantitative sensitivity analysis method and is used in this
present work. Variance-based methods provide quantitative
measures of how much each varying parameters contributes
to the overall variance of the model response as well as
quantifying the interaction effect of the parameters. They
can be applied to complex non-linear and non-monotonic
model [33]. The parameters listed in Table II are the input
parameters for the FAST method in order to analyze the
impact of the different sensor effects on the result of the
SUT. The bounds of the parameters are designed according
to typical automotive radar values as reported by [34] and
[9]. The parameters are varied within these specified bounds
to analyze the corresponding output variance. The output of
the FAST method are both first-order sensitivity index Si and
total-order sensitivity index STi. The first-order sensitivity
index quantifies the main effect of a parameter, whereas the
total-order sensitivity index describes the overall effect of a
parameter, i.e. the total effect. The difference STi − Si is a
measure of the strength of the interactions [31].
TABLE II
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS PARAMETERS AND THEIR BOUNDS
Symbol Description Unit Min/Max
AWGNoise AWG noise standard deviation dB 0/8
DPoffset detection probability offset − −5./5
Gmax maximal antenna gain dB 10/25
Fn noise figure dB 10/20
Lsys overall system loss dB 0/20
RCSmean mean radar cross-section dBsm −10/10
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
This section evaluates the results of the method presented
in Section III and discusses the effectiveness of the proposed
method.
A. Clustering Evaluation
In the experiment a target object drives a path in the form of
an eight in front of the radar sensor, which itself is stationary.
The objective in this scenario is to analyze the influence of the
orientation of the object on the generation of radar detections
from different distances to the sensor. It can be assumed that
the detections change in density and distribution over the
range. In this first evaluation it will be investigated whether
and to what extent the radar sensor model can approximate this
behavior. For the purpose of investigating this, the clustering
algorithm is applied with both real and synthetically generated
radar sensor data. As a simple metric the euclidean distance is
computed between both predicted cluster centroids, resulting
in Fig. 4.
Fig. 4. Clustering evaluation results
Obviously, deviations between simulation and measurement
can be observed. Particularly noticeable is the relatively larger
diversion when the object turns. This is probably due to an
inaccurate antenna model and/or RCS model. Knowing that
the object starts from the negative y-axis, it can be seen that
larger differences occur above all when the object is observed
from the rear view. This indicates that a symmetric RCS model
is not sufficient, at least for the longitudinal vehicle axis.
B. Sensitivity Analysis
This section covers the results of the sensitivity analysis.
The radar sensor model parameter are parameterized according
to Table II in order to investigate the impact of each parameter
regarding the clustering algorithm as the system under test.
The parameters are varied within the specified bounds with
the purpose of creating the samples, leading to a total of
390 samples used in this work. Each sample reflects a certain
parameter configuration, which is then simulated to generate
the synthetic radar sensor data. These sensor data are evaluated
analogously to the evaluation approach described previously to
generate the input for the FAST method. For the reason that
the given sensitivity method requires only one scalar value per
simulation run as input, the sensitivity analysis is conducted
with three different approaches to calculate the evaluation
value: minimum, mean and maximum of the euclidian distance
over all frames of a simulation run. Consequently, the results
of these three sensitivity analyses are illustrated in Fig. 5, 6
and 7.
Fig. 5. Sensitivity analysis results using minimum evaluation values
Fig. 6. Sensitivity analysis results using mean evaluation values
It is evident that no parameter alone is mainly responsible
for the result, this can be concluded from the first-order sen-
sitivity indices Si of each evaluation. However, no parameter
can be neglected due to the consistently high interaction coef-
ficient, which is calculated by STi−Si [33]. The main effect
of both the noise figure and the standard deviation of the AWG
noise remain in the same range of 10 − 20%. The total loss
Fig. 7. Sensitivity analysis results using maximum evaluation values
is relatively high for both the mean and the max evaluation,
which leads to the assumption that maximum bound of this
parameter too large. From the evaluation results from the
previous section, it can be assumed that the minimal deviation
occur especially at small distances. And vice versa, that the
large discrepancies between simulation and measurement are
rather at long distances. Given this assumption, the relatively
high Si of the detection probability for the minimum case
can be traced back to a higher number of radar detections in
the sensor near field due to the applied ray casting method.
A relatively constant high influence of the antenna is to be
expected, since this depends mainly on the azimuth angle. In
contrast, the main effect of the RCS model has the least impact
in the maximum case, i.e. at large distances. This indicates that
a pure aspect angle dependent rcs model is not sufficient.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a method for evaluating a radar sensor model
was presented to determine the impact of sensor effects re-
garding a given system under test. A clustering algorithm was
used as a system under test, which processes both synthetic
sensor data and real sensor data. In order to investigate the
effectiveness of the proposed method the FAST algorithm was
utilized to conduct a sensitivity analysis taking the result of the
clustering evaluation as input. It was shown that a sensitivity
analysis enables a more detailed evaluation of the synthetic
generated sensor data. The results from different situations
can be traced back to the contribution of the individual sub-
modules or sensor effects of the radar sensor model. This
leads to an efficient analysis of the simulation result. The de-
veloped method can complement the research towards virtual
validation of autonomous driving functions. There are several
conceivable extensions for the approach to further enhance
the evaluation. In addition to radar sensor effects, simulation-
related parameters can be examined, such as the number of
reflections during ray tracing or the number of emitted rays.
The required computing time must also be considered, which
increases exponentially with a higher number of reflections.
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